
~W.- -~nat ij joy it ij to report that
• As a friend of our min- 2016 was a banner year for

the FireBible. In the past few
istry, you are aware months we have launched the Japanese
of the continuing and Italian FireBibles to anxious groups of
pain Terri must deal Christian leaders in those countries. The
with daily following Greek FireBible will soon be going to
multiple surgeries. We print. Teams are being formed in Mozam-
appreciate your con- bique to start the Xichangana or Shan-
cern and prayers for gaan FireBible project there as we look
her healing. for several more new translations to be

completed in 2017.
• As AGWM world mis- Can you imagine what it would have

sionaries, we depend been like if the Apostle Paul could have
on your monthly sup- been handed his own copy of the latest

Port to continue this FireBible just released ..... in Italian!
It tokes a lot of time and hard work to

work. Many of you make it happen. In addition to transla-
have stood with us for tors, editors and printers, there is another
thirty years. That is un- member of the team that is critical to
believable! We are so producing a FireBible and that is YOUl
grateful to each of Your faithful monthly support is vital to
you. Thank you. /,..),ay! ai/ow us to continue the work of produc-
quickly add however, ing every single FireBible that goes to
that now more than press. THANK YOU for making it possible
ever we need our for us to continue in this vital missionary
partners to be faithful LC::.:.h:a:"e:n~g:e:":" -L _
and for those who
can, increasing your
support would make
a huge difference!
Will you pray with us
the need will be met?
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Our New Theme

-[- am sold :n the FireBible! Whe; :e-
complete one, it becomes a one-

volume Pentecostal library, a sermon gar-
den for pastors, a missionary, a mentor and
a tangible expression of God's message of
hope and love.

For 20 17 we have set our eyes once
again on the people of India with our new
theme, "No Retreat." Did you know there
are 12major languages spoken among the
1.3billion people of India?

Thisyear we are planning to begin work
on three new language
groups there which have
a combined population
of over 200 million.
• The Gujarati in the west,
• The Marathi in the middle of the country
• The Odia peoples of the east
are asking for the FireBible in their lan-
guage. We want to help but we cannot do
it without you. It isa huge challenge. Stand
with usand declare there will be ...

"NO RETREATN

Give thanks with us...
ccording to International Bible Societies: the FireBibfe has become the most distributed and

translated study Bible in history.

To date, the FireBible is available in 54 editions and 43 languages around the world.

The FireBible project began as a missionary project and continues to focus on the task of taking
the word to the world.

The FireBible contains 77 articles, theme-finders, 45 maps and charts, book introductions, cross
references and teaching notes written from a Pentecostal worldview.
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